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SUI'I'\ARY 

Extraction of bauxite lenses in great depths using conven
tional underground aining and active lowering of water tab
le, e faces increasing technical and financial difficulties. 
Hydraulic borehole aining applied either independently or 
in combination with other aethods of aining, may overcoae 
these difficulties. The optimum paraaeters of hydraulic bo
rehole mining viz. radius of mining R and depth liait of 
working Hh can be deterained by technical-economical cal
culations with respect to the actual case. 

INTROOUCTION 

In aining aineral deposits viz. bauxite, coal etc. exposed 
to water hazard, the aaount of water to be raised increas
es exponentially with increasing working depth. Preventive
-passive water control can ensure aining safety and benefi
cial technical and econoaical conditions for deposits not 
deeper than a certain depth liait. Those parts of the depo
sits, however, in greater depth can only be extracted if an 
active lowering of the water table is uaed. 

Active water control not only eneures aining eafaty but pro
vides water supply of good quality and steady output for 
civilian and industrial consuaers. Nevertheless, the active 
lowering of the water-tabla ir.tarferas with natural waters, 
thus it has considerable iapact on the anvironaant. If 
great aaounts of water are steadily raised, a depth liait 
is likelr to be approached where costs and technical and anvi
ronaenta difficulties accompanied with water control are 
ovarwhelaing in coaparison with the advantages. Below this 
depth liait, hydraulic borehole aining without lowering wa
ter table is a feaeibla technological ayatea to extract 
ainerals, as soon as in the early future. 
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GENERAL FEATURES OF HYDRAULIC BOREHOLE TECHNOLOGICAL 
SYSTEM OF MINING 

The •ain advantages of the hydraulic borehole technological 
syste• of •ining are: 
/a/ prospecting boreholes found productive can be easily 

converted into producing walla; 
/b/ various procesaea of •ining /winning, loading, trans

porting etc./ and •inaral dressing /classification, 
concentration/ cen be a•alga•ated into a unified pro
duction line using water as a general •ediua and en
suring highly si•ple structure of technology; 

/c/ water can be uaed in a closed cycle to provide opti•u• 
environ•ental protection; 

/d/ the hydraulic technology can be applied on ita own or 
in coabination with other •athods of •ining /open pit 
•ining ,underground •ining ate./ within vary wide liaits 
in apace and ti•a; 

/a/ while capacity ia high and costa are low, labour requ
ire•ent ia •oaerate. 

The lieita of application for the hydraulic borehole •ining 
are: 
/a/ 

/b/ 

/c/ 

extraction processes on the borehole bottoe can be cont
rolled only indirectly, i.e. by changing the flow rate 
arid pressure of the •ediu•; 

quantity and guality of products extracted are subject 
to considerable fluctuation due •blind• re•ote control 
of the production equipeent; 
pillara left behind to ensure conditione for the reaote 
control and to support •ining excavations, bring about 
higher aineral losses and dilutions than conventional 
•ining technologies do. 

Considering the aain advantages and lieits of the hydraulic 
borehole technology that uses no lowering of the water tab
le, the aost suitable fields of application of affective 
exploitation of aineral deposita in Hungary, are: 

/a/ extraction of lenticular deposita and thoee with ex
treaelr irregular shape and saell reserves containing 
•inera a easy to fluidize viz. bauxite, kaoline, ben
tonite etc.; 

/b/ partial extraction of •ineral deposita having been 
worked by underground •ining but brought to a halt by 
inteeive water inrush where production is not worth to 
reauae again by underground aethods. 
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EXAMPLES OF ECONOMICAL APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC 
BOREHOLE TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF MINING 

Fig. 1. shows a practical case where both borehole and open 
pit aining can be considered feasible. The optiaua paraae
ters of the borehole aining can be deterained by analysing 
and c~paring the costs of the two aysteas of a~ning. 

Oaitting details, the ainiaua radius of the hydraulic bore
hole aining will be calculated with following correlation: 

[rn] 

while for the depth liait of working 

[m] 

holds, where the denotiona are: 

" 

A average diaenaion of tha uaeful aineral deposit in 
the direction of strike, I•J 

B average diaansion of the useful aineral deposit in 
the direction of dip, [•] 

H bedding depth of the aineral deposit, [•] 
M average thickness of the ainaral deposit, [•] 
V8 -voluae of the waste to be stripped in open-pit 

aining, [ .. ] 
R radius of action of tha hydraulic borehole aining, 

Hh-depth liait of the hydraulic borehole aining~81aJ 
k -average specific coat of the producing well, 

f ( Ft/a Ill] 
6f-average aeaa productivity, [t/r] 

LKk -total costa of the open-pit aining, [Ft] 
kef -specific transport coat of the uae~ul aineral in 

the producing well, (Ft/ta] 
k80 -specific coat of hydraulic transport froa the 

place of production to the processing plant lFt/ta] 
Ft denotes the Hungarian currency Forint 
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Fig. 2. illustrates savings as a function of the radius 
that can be achieved by hydraulically mining l aillion 
tons of bauxite froa a depth of 100m through boreholes, 
coaparad with the costs of open pit mining. The figure 
suggests that a slight increase in the radius of borehole 
aining beyond the minimum, may result in substantial savings. 

The specific costs of open pit and borehole aining are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. as functions of depth for the same 
bauxite deposit and a radius of R • 10 •· The advantages 
of the borehole method in comparison with open pit mining 
with increasing depth are clearly illustrated in this fi
gure. 

A further major advantage of borehole aining against open 
pit mining is the fact that prospecting, developaent and 
aining phases follow each other rapidly therefore invest
sent and operating costs are repaid within a short tiae. 
It is also a beneficial feature of the borehole aining 
that water-bearing sand beds in the overburden of the de
posit have not to be drained before and during aining. 
Finally, no safety problema occur in connection with the 
stability of working and waste alopee. 

Experience proves that active water-tabla lowering ensures 
an extension for conventional shaft-drivage aining to con
siderable depths. Beyond certain depth liait, however, the 
active water-table lowering is accoapaniad with major tech
nical, financial and environaental problaas that render 
conventional underground mining doubtful or iapoasible to 
apply. 

In this case, depth liait of working can be extended by 
boraholea drilled froa drifts above the natural or artifi• 
cially lowered water laval. A feasible solution in con~ 
naction with that is illustrated in Fig. ~. The aain ad
vantage of borehole aining based on existing network of 
drifts ie that no active lowering of the water table is 
needed and the drifts can be used to transport the ax• 
tractad aatarial to the surface. A disadvantageous featu
re is, however, that cross-headings and antriaa needed for 
accoaodating drilling aquipaant have to be driven, conai• 
derably increaeing fora-winning tiae. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the eeving as a function of the radius 
that can be achieved by hydraulic borehole aining co•par
ed with underground technique in the extraction of an 
approxi•ate one aillion tonne of bauxite froa a deposit in 
a depth of 100 • below water level. The figure suggests 
that the radius of borehole aining can be effectively in
creased to 2-10 a because this is the range where •axiaum 
saving will be achieved. A further increase of the radius 
up to 20-30 m does not yield any significant increase in 
the results. 
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Finally, Fig. 6 shows the depth limit of the borehole 
aining supported by an underground network of drifts as a 
function of the extraction radius. It can be clearly seen 
that 8 linear increase in the extraction radius of borehole 
mining brings about a parabolic change of the technically 
and econa.ically achievable depth liait. 

CONCLUSION 

Engineers concerned with extraction probleas of aineral 
deposits that are exposed to water hazard have to bear in 
their ainds that not only effective water control aethode 
but new aining technologies have to be looked for to re
duce the effect on natural water resources to a ainiaua. 
In this way a very effective production systea can be 
developed using water in a closed cycle for aining and 
aineral dressing processes. 
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LIST OF CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Scheme of borehole and open-pit mining of a mine
ral deposit 
1 Bauxite lanse 
2 Liaestone-doloaite 
3 Producing well 
4 Hydraulic pipeline to consuaer 

Fig. 2. Saving achieved by borehole aining in comparison 
with open pit •ining as a function of extration 
radius 
A Extraction radius 
0 Saving achieved by borehole extraction 

Fig. 3. Production costs of borehole and open-pit aining 
aethods for a bauxite lanse es a function of the 
working depth 
A Bedding depth 
0 Production costs 
1 Open pit aining 
2 Borehole •ining 

Fig. 4. Producing walls drilled from an underground hau
lagaway 
1 Hoist shaft 
2 Air shaft 
3 Underground haulageway 
4 Dewatering borehole 
5 Liait of water-table lowering 
6 Lowered water-level 
7 Bauxite lanse 
8 Producing well 
9 Liaestone-dola.it 

Fig. 5. Saving achieved by borehole extraction supported 
by underground drifts in ca.perison with conven
tional underground aining 
A Extraction radius 
0 Saving achieved by borehole aining 

Fig. 6. Depth liait of borehole aining as function of the 
extraction radius 
A Extraction radius 
0 Depth liait of working 
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